
Registration for the 

2014 season is under 

way. CYBSA members 

are buzzing with excite-

ment about the 

changes for the upcoming season. 

After receiving  numer-

ous requests  CYBSA 

opened registration   

December 18th to a flurry of regis-

trations, for the upcoming season. 

With the addition of more regular 

season games and the two tourna-

ments, CYBSA members can’t wait 

to get started on the new season. 

Register between now and the 15th 

of February, and receive $35.00 dis-

count off  registration fees.   

  

CYBSA registration is 

open until the 1st of April 

or when teams/divisions 

become full (whichever 

occurs first). CYBSA will 

be filling 1200 roster spots on teams 

ranging from four year old 

T-ball to 15 year old 

baseball players and girls 

softball players age seven thru six-

teen. Registration is fast and easy 

with electronic payment options. 

Please visit the CYBSA website 

www.centennialbaseball.com 

 and click on the red “CLICK HERE 

TO LOG-IN OR REGISTER!” button.  

*Registration fees are non-refundable. 

Register for 2014 

2014 Minimum Number of  Baseball Games 

*Minimum number of Baseball Games (including tournaments)        

T-ball   (4-6)    14 games  -  no tournaments  

Rookie  (7-8)   18 games                    Minor    (9-10) 18 games          

Major     (11-12)  18 games                Babe Ruth   (13-15)   22 games 

*Subject to weather 
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The word “slump” is taboo in baseball.  Nobody likes that 

word, and players try their hardest to avoid speaking 

it.  Ever.  But, slumps are a part of the game of base-

ball.  You can’t slump-proof your swing, and you can never 

predict when one will occur.   A couple years ago, Miguel 

Olivo summed up what those who have slipped into the 

depths of a hitting funk go through.  He said, “When you’re 

hitting, you just go play. But when you struggle, that’s when 

you start wondering. You go to the batting cage all the time. 

You’re like, ‘my feet … my hands … they’re going to throw 

me this pitch,’ then you’re caught in the middle.”  The good 

news here is that hitters can implement a few strategies both physically and 

mentally to help reduce the duration and frequency of a downturn in their of-

fensive play.  Keep this essay handy; there will be a time it will serve as a 

much needed blueprint to beat a slump.  Now, let’s dive in and uncover the 

mechanical strategies that make up Slump Busting 101. 

Most hitters try to solve a slump by messing with their mechanics. Unfortu-

nately, this type of tinkering rarely solves the problem. Guys will often adjust 

their stance, stride, etc. without understanding fully the reason for doing so, 

let alone what is causing their offensive troubles in the first place.  To dis-

courage the random mechanics tinkering without proper fundamental knowl-

edge of hitting mechanics, think of it this way.  I’m not a auto mechanic by 

any stretch of the imagination.  I know how to open the hood of my car, find 

many off the major parts inside, though if something stops working, I lack the 

knowledge and ability to fix the problem.  This is why I pay a mechanic to 

diagnose and solve the problem.  It wouldn’t make a lot of sense for me to 

start unplugging things, or taking apart pieces of the engine and replacing 

them unless I had reason to believe the given part was responsible for the me-

chanical issue at hand.  Likewise, it doesn’t make sense for a hitter to change 

a portion of his swing mechanics without having solid evidence that the 

change will improve the problem.  There are a few things one can do for the 

physical part of hitting to quicken the recovery out of a slump.  Hitters should 

be encouraged to consider the following modifications to swing ap-

proach:  remove the stride, reduce their swing speed in practice, and work on 

hitting pitches to the opposite field.  Below I’ll explain my reasoning behind 

these three methods and why hitters who employ these strategies bust out of 

slumps at a much quicker rate than those who do not take these suggestions. 

Because most mechanical issues for youth hitters stem from poor mechanics 

in the lower half of the body, eliminating the stride temporarily is a step 

(pardon the pun) in the right direction.  While I think that a stride is a great 

way for hitters create some timing during an at bat, it comes with some chal-

lenges.  Often during a slump a hitter’s timing is off.  Because of this, excess 

movement in a swing doesn’t help the situation, it tends to hurt it.  By elimi-

nating the stride for a while, it allows the hitters to reduce the amount of 

Slump Busting101:Hitting Mechanics By Nate Barnett 
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moving parts in his swing.  In short, it simplifies things.  Once confidence has 

been regained, I would then bring back the stride.  The only caution to this 

would be to make sure the hitter retains some rhythm in his pre-pitch rou-

tine.  This will help him relax as well as maintain better timing with the 

pitcher. 

The second modification necessary for slumping hitters is to cut down the 

speed of each swing in batting practice.  The reason for this change is so hitters 

(once they understand mechanics) can identify the areas that need atten-

tion.  More often than not guys who are having a tough time at the plate will 

press a little in batting practice and try to muscle up everything.  This tensity in 

the body does not allow the hitter to relax and let his muscle memory guide his 

swing.  There is nothing wrong with swinging at 75% capacity.  Many times, 

reducing the swing velocity has a calming effect on hitters which promotes re-

laxation of his muscles at the plate. 

Along the lines of staying relaxed and not trying to do too much at the plate, 

working on hitting the ball to the opposite field takes much of the pressure off 

of a hitter.  Since most hitters like pulling the baseball, the more they struggle 

at the plate, the more many try to pull the baseball.  The thinking is that if they 

can just hit a few balls deep into the pull-side gap, or out of the park, they will 

snap out of the funk.  This thinking is backwards.  There is nothing wrong with 

pulling the ball, but there is everything wrong with pulling the ball when you 

have a tight, non-relaxed swing.  More often than not, the results will be a 

tense swing that produces top spin hits that hook badly and don’t carry into the 

gap.  Or, if hitters are really struggling and trying to pull the ball all the time, 

the results will often be continuous weak pop-ups to the opposite field 

side.  Focusing on hitting the ball the other way takes the pressure off of the 

hitters to force a slump to end.  It allows for the hitter to see the pitch deeper in 

the strike zone and work on keeping the hands moving through the strike 

zone.  Combining this step with a reduced swing speed, greatly hastens the 

pace of recovery out of a slump. 

The hitting mechanics portion of a slump is only half of the battle.  Solving the 

second guessing and doubt that goes on in the brain of slumping hitters is the 

second half of the anti-slump equation.  That portion is the topic of another 

Slump Busting 101 article.  Work on the three mechanics-related fixes dis-

cussed in this article and an offensive rebound is likely to be just around the 

corner. 

 

 

Nate Barnett is a hitting, pitching, and mental skills coach residing in the 

Puget Sound area in Washington State. He played in the Seattle Mariners    

organization and is co-owner of the The Pitching Academy. 
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In double play highlights, the transfers, flips 
and glove work usually get all the glory.  But 
the truth is, turning a great double play 
comes down to the footwork.  Click here to 
view a video in which Bill Ripken demon-
strates the proper footwork to convert dou-
ble plays at second base.  Learning how to 
use the lower body will help you to complete 
the throw effectively so you can executive 
the double play.  

I recently bought a car for my daughter that is a 5-speed stick shift. Teaching 

a teenage girl how to drive a stick has been interesting. There is a sequence 

to the process. When driving a stick, you have to: 

 Push the clutch in 

 Turn the key 

 Combine the clutch with the gas pedal 
Ease into first gear 
It sounds easy but takes a while to get to work smoothly. That process only 

puts you in first gear. You now start another sequence to get into the next 

gear and so on. Just as there are sequences to driving a 5 speed, so it goes 

also with the swing. The proper sequence is essential to having consistent 

success at the plate. 
Continued next page. 

Ripken Baseball Fielding Tip: 

     2nd Base Double Play Pivot 

The Crucial Power Swing Sequence   Dave Hudgens 

Volunteers needed 

the Mid and End of Sea-

son tournaments. If inter-

ested in joining our     

CYBSA family of volun-

teers, please indicate 

which position you would 

like to volunteer for,  

either on the registration 

form or send an email to                  

CYBSA@msn.com. 

Additional information on 

available Board positions 

can be found on the   

CYBSA website. Member 

at Large positions are 

always welcome. CYBSA 

is constantly in need of 

quality coaches, please 

consider volunteering 

your time to the players 

and families of CYBSA. If 

interested in becoming 

part of the CYBSA Board 

of Directors, please con-

tact CYBSA League   

Manager: Randy Seifert at 

720-249-7696          

The Lifeblood of CYBSA 

is our volunteers, with-

out our volunteers, our 

program cannot function.  

CYBSA is in need of vol-

unteers for a variety of 

positions, including but 

not limited to:         

Board Members,   

Manager (Head Coach), 

Assistant Coach, Team 

Parent, Scorekeeper, 

Opening Event,  and both 
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SWING SEQUENCE 

 When your stride foot comes down, your weight needs to be balanced to 60% 

back with your hands around the back foot. This is a critical position to be in to hit 

for average and power. 

 The stride should start early, it should be easy and your stride foot should be 

down by the time the ball gets half way to three quarters of the way to home plate. 

 After the stride, as the front heel lands, the back heel should start to lift off the 

ground. This will start the proper sequence with the lower half of the body. 

 This is not a two part movement. 

 As the back heel comes up the rotation of the hips will start. 

 You don’t want to push forward off your back foot – this will force your hips 

to slide forward, you want more of a rotational movement at this point. 

Just after the backside starts turning, your hands will start their path to the ball. 

PROPER TAKES 

I can tell by looking at a hitter’s take whether or not he has a good approach, if he 

is going to over swing, or if he is going to be under control. The take is so impor-

tant because it is the first sequence in the approach to the ball. If the take is hard, 

the swing is going to be hard and out of control. Many mechanical breakdowns 

occur when the swing is out of control. If the take is easy, more than likely the 

swing is going to be under control. If the swing is balanced and under control the 

sequence will work properly so you will be able to repeat your swing and have a 

good feel for what you are doing. As a hitting instructor, when I see a hitter that 

has a nice take, not too hard and not too easy, I know he has a chance of success 

regardless of whom he is facing. 

A proper take is one with good balance and proper heel – toe action. If the heel – 

toe action is correct, the hip sequence is good. If I don’t see the proper heel toe 

action, I know the hip sequence is incorrect. If the lower half action is correct, my 

eyes go to the hitter’s hands. I want to see the hands start to every pitch. So as the 

back heel starts its turn, the hands will start their approach to the ball. 

HAND PATH 

Let’s examine the path the hands will take through the swing. The goal of the 

swing is to keep the barrel of the bat in the strike zone for as long as you can. 

 Get the barrel of the bat in the strike zone with the shortest possible angle. 

 Keep the barrel of the bat in the strike zone for as long as possible. 

Finish with extension out front with a good follow through. 
If you do this, you will have an efficient swing, one that will be consistent and re-

peatable. Staying inside the ball will: 

 Allow you to make adjustments with your hands on different types of pitches 

 Help you to keep the barrel of the bat in the strike zone for a long time 

Keep your wrists cocked and the barrel back for better bat speed.  

Continued on page 7 
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It’s always tough to see bright young stars suffer detrimental arm injuries. 
But what many people don’t realize is that for every big league star that 
goes down to a throwing injury, there are many more youth players today 
suffering the exact same injuries. And it’s happening earlier and earlier in 
their baseball careers. 
I think we can all agree that it’s startling to hear about players needing 
Tommy John surgery before they even begin playing high school ball. As 
parents and coaches, we never want to see one of our players suffer such 
a serious injury, so it’s important that we give young players a good pro-
gram for developing arm strength. Arm strength and proper throwing me-
chanics are keys to protecting the 
arm from injury. Most throwing injuries stem from a player trying to do too 
much before the muscles and tendons in the arm are capable of handling 
additional strain. So, how can a player increase the strength of their arm?    
Long toss        
Long toss is the single best way to develop arm strength, and it’s a great 
way to keep the arm in shape even during the off-season. Players who are 
serious about developing a better arm should consider throwing twice a 
week during the off-season, beginning with a simple game of catch and 
progressing into a long toss session. Long toss does not mean a player 
just throws the ball as hard as they can 
over the greatest distance possible. Players need to approach long toss 
with a purpose – to stretch out their arm. When long tossing, players 
should begin with a normal game of catch. Once the players are warmed 
up, they begin to widen the gap between them with every four or five 
throws. As the distance grows, 
the players should not be firing the ball harder and harder just to cover the 
additional ground. Instead, they should be using a crow-hop and a relaxed, 
fluid motion to throw the ball with some loft to their partner. Players need to 
focus on really stretching that arm out. It’s okay if the ball bounces before 
reaching the throwing partner. When players start overthrowing just to get 
it to their partner in the air, they're putting unnecessary strain on their arm 
and defeating the purpose of the long toss drill. A player has reached their 
maximum distance when they are throwing comfortably and the ball is 
reaching their partner on one or two bounces. At that point, there is no 
need to expand the distance any further. Have the player throw at this dis-
tance for a short time, maybe 10-15 throws (unless they start to feel some 
discomfort). Then, slowly decrease the distance back to where the players 
began playing catch, and you’re done. A simple long toss session like this 
should only take 20 minutes or so, making it a simple and effective way to 
improve arm strength, even during the off-season.  
Players who stay disciplined and work on long toss a couple times per 
week will begin to notice their distances increasing over time and their ve-
locity improving without the need for overexertion. 
Players who stay disciplined and work on long toss a couple times per 
week will begin to notice their distances increasing over time and their ve-
locity improving without the need for overexertion. 

Long Toss to protect an strengthen Arms 

BY Cal Ripken  

“Long Toss is the 

single best way to 

develop arm 

strength” 
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2014 Season dates      

        

2-Jan Early registration begins     

31-Jan All Sports Show Jan.31-Feb. 2    

15-Feb Regular registration rates begin    

22-Mar Team Blackout dates deadline.     

1-Apr Registration closes      

7-Apr All Schedules published     

12-Apr Softball Saturday practice begins (tentitavely)   

13-Apr Softball Head Coach's Meeting     

3-May Baseball Manager's meeting & equipment pick-up    

3-May Softball Games Begin     

10-May Team Mom Meeting     

12-May CYBSA Practice begins      

17-May CYBSA Opening Event     

27-May Baseball Games begin     

9-Jun All Star Tryouts Cal Ripken 9 &10    

10-Jun All Star Tryouts Cal Ripken 9 &10    

11-Jun All Star Tryouts Cal Ripken 11 & 12    

12-Jun All Star Tryouts Cal Ripken 11 & 12    

20-Jun Baseball Begin Dbl Elim  Mid-Season Tournament 
21-Jun Mid Season Tournament     

22-Jun Mid Season Tournament     

27-Jun Softball Begin Dbl Elim  EOS Tournament     
28-Jun  Softball EOS Tournament (dbl elimination)   

29-Jun  Softball EOS Tournament (dbl elimination)   

29-Jun All-Star Tryouts Babe Ruth     

30-Jun CYBSA CLOSES for holiday 1 week NO Games/Practice  

4-Jul District Tournaments Cal Ripken (July 4-7)   

7-Jul CYBSA league play resumes     

11-Jul Cal Ripken State Tournaments (July 11-15) No league play ages 9-12 

18-Jul Babe Ruth State Tournaments (July 18-21) No BR league play 13+ 

22-Jul Regional Tournaments begin     

25-Jul Baseball Begin Dbl Elim  EOS Tournament   
26-Jul  Baseball EOS Tournament (dbl elimination)   

27-Jul  Baseball EOS Tournament (dbl elimination)   
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The Crucial Power Swing Sequence  Part 2 

Keeping the barrel of the bat in the contact zone as long as possible is what you want 

to do. This reduces your margin for error. Your timing does not have to be perfect. 

Every good Major League hitter stays inside the ball. Staying inside the ball allow 

you to be accurate with the barrel of the bat to the ball which will allow you to hit 

for high average and increased power as you gain more strength. Picture this: imag-

ine someone driving a rod through your shoulder, through your back leg, and 

through the knee. The line should be straight through your body with your back heel 

up. You will either end up on the top of the toe, or just turning a bit on the ball of the 

foot. I prefer that you get up onto the back toe to make sure your weight is in the 

center position at the point of contact. After contact, and during your follow through, 

your weight will be balanced. The key here is to go from back to center. 

LEVERAGE 

Leverage plays a very important role in the process of hitting for power. It is one of 

the components of having a firm foundation. If you don’t hit against a firm front leg, 

you will not create the needed leverage for power hitting. 

When you start your approach to the ball, the back heel will come off the ground. 

 At this point the front knee will start to firm up. 

 This will help push the front hip out to give you the correct hip action. 

If your front knee is bent, and by that I mean not firm, (because there can be a slight 

flex in the knee yet still be firm) you will lose a tremendous amount of power. 
90% of kids that play baseball at the youth league level have long swings. They can 

get away with it for awhile but it eventually catches up to them as they advance in 

their playing career. It’s unfortunate because with the proper instruction, many of 

these kids could have a shorter, more explosive swing which would lead to suc-

cess.  A long swing can be a result of: 

 Using too heavy a bat. 

 Having used an aluminum bat which has such a large sweet spot that gives the 

appearance of a good swing which can be deceptive until you face good pitching. 

 Trying to hit the ball too far and over swinging. 

 Casting the barrel of the bat out from your back shoulder, thus forcing your 

hands away from your body. This action forces you to use your upper body to swing 

the bat and you are no longer using your wrists to their full advantage. 

 Not getting into a strong position soon enough. 

Improper sequence of swing. 
It is very important to take a proper and consistent angle to the ball; the lower half of 

your body is what allows you to take this angle. If the feet and hips are not working 

correctly, the hands and arms will not be able to take the correct path to the ball. 

Also mentally the hitter must not be thinking home run or have these types of 

thoughts in his mind. These thoughts will throw off the proper swing rhythm and 

sequence of the swing. The approach must be fundamentally sound from the ground 

up or somewhere along the line you will reach your ceiling and improvement will 

stop. This is why it is so vital that these mechanics are learned as soon as possible, 

the more time that lapses, the more difficult it becomes to overcome. 

 

Dave Hudgens has been involved with the best of baseball for over 30 years. He is 

currently the Hitting Coach for the New York Mets. Prior to that he was a long-

time hitting coach in the Oakland Athletics’ organization. 


